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this is still a work in progress. if you do this and it doesn't work you may have to reset your interrupt vector. you can do this by booting into the cdrom with the winpe environment and going to the bartpe folder. then go into the folder cmd and type in the following
in a dos window (use quotation marks around the path): setlocal disabledelayedexpansion set drive= go back to the c:\windows\system32\config folder. open the file cmd.ini and add the following to the end of the file. this sets the interrupt vector to 13 and removes

the quoted space from the machine name. this will allow you to boot into the winpe environment without the need for an auth code. set drive="c:\windows\system32\config" save the file and restart. this should help you get past the authentication problem. if it
doesn't then you will have to reset the interrupt vector. you can do this by booting into the cdrom with the winpe environment and going to the bartpe folder. then go into the folder cmd and type in the following in a dos window (use quotation marks around the

path): setlocal disabledelayedexpansion set drive= this will give you an interrupt vector of 13. if you get an error then you will have to reset your interrupt vector. you can do this by booting into the cdrom with the winpe environment and going to the bartpe folder.
then go into the folder cmd and type in the following in a dos window (use quotation marks around the path): setlocal disabledelayedexpansion set drive= 34 set bootable this option should be set to true, unless you wish to boot your system when you are finished

using the cd/dvd. set recovery this option should be set to true, unless you wish to boot the recovery cd/dvd when the system fails. in this way, you can create custom bootable recovery cds, for example, when your system fails, and the recovery media is not
available. set decrypt this option should be set to true, unless you wish to decrypt the files on the cd/dvd. set decrypt cd/dvd this option should be set to true, unless you wish to decrypt the cd/dvd. this is only relevant if the cd/dvd is not encrypted. it should be

noted that these options can be set in any order.
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if you are building a backup cd/dvd, then it is possible that you will need to protect the cd/dvd
with a digital signature. if you do this, you should verify the signature in both the cd/dvd and the
c:\program files\mcafee\safeboot\cd\dvd\cddb folder. you can do this by following the steps in the

mcafee endpoint encryption for pcs manual, 8 the wintech interface is shown in figure 4. the
interface is completely customizable, and the settings can be saved as defaults. it is not

necessary to load the interface each time you use it. the interface is divided into three sections.
they are: network, usb and disk. these sections are covered in the following sections. network,

usb and disk: the network, usb and disk sections have similar features. you can select an ip
address (useful if you are recovering a machine in a remote location) and the interface will

connect to the ip address. you can also specify the type of network interface (ethernet, wi-fi, etc).
if the recovery cd/dvd has been made for a windows server or domain controller, the interface

will connect to the domain controller and show all the available domain controllers. you can also
specify an ip address range, so that you can select all the computers in a given ip address range.
for example, the ip address range 192.168.0.50 - 192.100. the interface will then connect to all
the computers in the specified ip address range. if you are booting a computer from a usb, you
can specify the drive letter (drive d: for example) and the interface will connect to the usb. you
can also specify the drive letter (drive f: for example) if you are booting from a usb. 5ec8ef588b
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